A Love Song
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Moderato (con amore)

Piano

(Two Thousand years ago) The moon across thy casement, love, Hath

(Today) A question that the wisest men Still

rall e dim

a tempo

thrown a silver bar, The drowsy roses watch will keep, The

seek an answer to, Is why one girl in all the world Is

world seems' very far, Hark! from a distant

all the world to you! It's seldom very
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tow'r clear Sounds love's own gold en hour, The You
Just why you hold her dear,

mid-night drops her curtain down And binds it with a star.
don't know why you fall in love, You only know you do!

Refrain (Slow with expression)

The song of yesterday is hushed in silence,
Oh, lots of girls have hair that is far more curly,

-lence, The rose of yesterday is a fragrance-
-ly, And lots of girls have eyes that are just as
fled,
blue.

Time swift is winging,
They smile as brightly
Behind him
And dance as

in calzando

fling ing,
light ly,

Dear dreams and visions too swiftly
And very likely they'd be just as

in calzando

rall.
a tempo

sped true.

Why shadow glad to
I don't know why your

\textit{a tempo}

rall.

-days with sad tomor rows?
-face to me is fair er,

Why mourn for what has
I don't know why no
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been and what shall be?

other girl will do,

Nor

way with future fears, leave to the

why your lightest kiss will fill my

past in tears, The present hour alone mine eyes shall

soul with bliss! It must be simply this, that you are

see! you! a tempo

The Oh see! you!

a tempo